A vision for beauty

Arte's efforts on multiple fronts ensure that its wallcoverings have more to offer than merely clean beauty. Arte strives to instil a heart for beauty, and you can rest assured that at the end of the day, no energy is wasted unnecessarily. As an important player in the world of interior design, Arte shows a close regard for the environment. For example, the company endeavours to work with logistics partners whose vehicles meet the Euro VI standard. For the transport of its wallcoverings, Arte uses exclusively FSC-certified (Forest Stewardship Council) paper, ensuring that no toxic or environmentally harmful solvents are used, either to produce inks or to clean the printing and production techniques that exclusively use water.

Clean product

Arte analyses where improvements and green measures can be introduced. The cardboard packaging used consists of more than 70% recycled material and is entirely recyclable. In any case, surpluses and waste are kept to an innovative method, hardly any non-reused, for example. In addition, thanks to a minimum. The residual ink lost or woven backing material goes to waste. Arte's range also includes vinyl wallcoverings. Thanks to its mica, silk, wool, jute, shells, grasses, etc. These are all raw materials. In addition, Arte steers clear of all heavy metals and harmful solvents are used, either to produce inks or to clean the based ink. This means that no toxic and environmentally printing and production techniques that exclusively use water-

Clean management

A sustainable approach in which transparency, legality and a clean conscience combine a refined finish with a high-quality decoration. Arte's daily operations. It goes without saying that in this area freedom of association in trade unions. Moreover, the company's premises are always cleaned with an extremely positive influence in this respect is switching off the drying ovens and other machinery on the Arte production line once too, Arte analyses where improvements and green measures can be introduced. The cardboard packaging used consists of more than 70% recycled material and is entirely recyclable. In any case, surpluses and waste are kept to an innovative method, hardly any non-reused, for example. In addition, thanks to a minimum. The residual ink lost or woven backing material goes to waste. Arte's range also includes vinyl wallcoverings. Thanks to its mica, silk, wool, jute, shells, grasses, etc. These are all raw materials. In addition, Arte steers clear of all heavy metals and harmful solvents are used, either to produce inks or to clean the based ink. This means that no toxic and environmentally printing and production techniques that exclusively use water-

Clean socially

Arte's daily operations. It goes without saying that in this area freedom of association in trade unions. Moreover, the company's premises are always cleaned with an extremely positive influence in this respect is switching off the drying ovens and other machinery on the Arte production line once too, Arte analyses where improvements and green measures can be introduced. The cardboard packaging used consists of more than 70% recycled material and is entirely recyclable. In any case, surpluses and waste are kept to an innovative method, hardly any non-reused, for example. In addition, thanks to a minimum. The residual ink lost or woven backing material goes to waste. Arte's range also includes vinyl wallcoverings. Thanks to its mica, silk, wool, jute, shells, grasses, etc. These are all raw materials. In addition, Arte steers clear of all heavy metals and harmful solvents are used, either to produce inks or to clean the based ink. This means that no toxic and environmentally printing and production techniques that exclusively use water-

Clean on the go

Arte is proud to announce that no less than 80% of its employees drive vehicles or carpooling by its employees, Arte is quite satisfied. Many employees choose to leave vehicles meet the Euro VI standard. At present, the percentage together with its partners. Moreover, the company's premises are always cleaned with an extremely positive influence in this respect is switching off the drying ovens and other machinery on the Arte production line once too, Arte analyses where improvements and green measures can be introduced. The cardboard packaging used consists of more than 70% recycled material and is entirely recyclable. In any case, surpluses and waste are kept to an innovative method, hardly any non-reused, for example. In addition, thanks to a minimum. The residual ink lost or woven backing material goes to waste. Arte's range also includes vinyl wallcoverings. Thanks to its mica, silk, wool, jute, shells, grasses, etc. These are all raw materials. In addition, Arte steers clear of all heavy metals and harmful solvents are used, either to produce inks or to clean the based ink. This means that no toxic and environmentally printing and production techniques that exclusively use water-

Beauty with peace of mind

Arte's daily operations. It goes without saying that in this area freedom of association in trade unions. Moreover, the company's premises are always cleaned with an extremely positive influence in this respect is switching off the drying ovens and other machinery on the Arte production line once too, Arte analyses where improvements and green measures can be introduced. The cardboard packaging used consists of more than 70% recycled material and is entirely recyclable. In any case, surpluses and waste are kept to an innovative method, hardly any non-reused, for example. In addition, thanks to a minimum. The residual ink lost or woven backing material goes to waste. Arte's range also includes vinyl wallcoverings. Thanks to its mica, silk, wool, jute, shells, grasses, etc. These are all raw materials. In addition, Arte steers clear of all heavy metals and harmful solvents are used, either to produce inks or to clean the based ink. This means that no toxic and environmentally printing and production techniques that exclusively use water-

A sustainable company

This means adopting a conscientious common sense and good conscience. This means adopting a conscientious common sense and good conscience.